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71.Choose appropriate modals from the
options below.

Kamala took a long flight from Tanzania.

She ...................... be exhausted after
that. I told her, ‘’you ............... rest,
dear.’’

a) could, might
b) should, must
c) can, should
d) must, should

72.Correct the sentence if there is an er-
ror.
You can pass the examination if you
answer the questions with precision,
accurately and quickly.

a) precisely, accurately and
quickly

b) with precision, with accuracy
and with quick

c) with precisely, accurately and
quickly

d) No error
73.Complete the sentence.

If Suhra lent us her car, we ............
a) might have gone to Aluva
b) could have gone to Aluva
c) could go to Aluva
d) None of these

74. Pick a preposition.
I am accustomed .................... hard
work.

a) with
b) about
c) to
d) at

75.Fill in the blank with appropriate
word.
The brothers together with their sis-
ter ................. here.

a) are
b) is
c) am
d) was

76. Fill in the blank.
My mother helped me ............... my





home work.
a) to do
b) doing
c) did
d) do

‘Help’ is generally followed by bare
infinitive form.

77.Pick the option that turns the sentence
passive.
Something .................. happened or
they would be here by now.

a) must be
b) must have
c) must
d) must have been

The question is wrong as the verb
(happen) is intransitive and can’t be
in passive form.

78.Fill in the blanks with articles.
Mr. Bajaj was ............. very fastidious
person who lived in .......... small house
with ............... beautiful garden.

a) the, a, a
b) a, the, the
c) a, a, a
d) no article, a, the

79.Single the odd one out
a) shipwreck
b) plane wreck
c) car wreck
d) train wreck

80.Midhun has a .................. of doctors.
Select the correct form of trust.

a) distrust
b) mistrust
c) trustworthy
d) misttrustful

81.Use a phrasal verb.
He does not ............ any misbehaviour
in his class.

a) get through
b) put up with

c) get along with
d) put down with

82.What is the meaning of prima facie?
a) the most important
b) that which comes first
c) the face that is young
d) at first view

83.What is the meaning of the idiomatic
expression in the following sentence?
Our entire class is quaking in its boots.

a) to shiver in the legs
b) to make squeaking sounds
c) to tremble with fear or

nervousness
d) to laugh out aloud

84.Fill in the blank with the appropriate
word.
The manager ................... (to) pay hike
next month.

a) elude
b) illusion
c) collude
d) allude (alluded)

85.Choose the word nearly opposite in
meaning to the word ‘fact’.
Choose the correct tense form.

a) lie
b) fiction
c) imagination
d) reality

86.Fie on him who professes friendship
but lacks the sincerity of friend!
Change the above sentence into assertive.

a) Alas! Shame on him who pro-
fesses to be a great
friend but lacks the
sincerity of friend.

b) It is a pity that he professes to
be a great friend but lacks the
sincerity of one.

c) I cry shame on him who
professes friendship but lacks the



sincerity of a friend.
d) None of the above

87.Add a question tag.
‘’I told you, .......................?’’

a) Did I
b) Didn’t I
c) Have I
d) Haven’t I

88.Without supervision, children might
eat unhealthy food or lead a sedentary
lifestyle.
Identify the meaning of the under-
lined word.

a) inactive
b) energetic
c) stationery
d) mobile

89.Identify the correct spelling out of the
following.

a) oppurtunity, privilege
b) oportunity, priviledge
c) opportunity, privilege
d) opurtunity, priviledge

90. He said his job is to attend to the dis-
eases of the eye.
Give a one-word substitute to the un-
derlined words.

a) ophthalmologist
b) optician
c) occultist
d) obstetrician
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